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Samples of Cu,Pdlm,O were prepared by codecomposition of the nitrates. Single-phase products were 
obtained for x 5 0.15. The presence of Cu(I1) in DZh symmetry coordination has been confirmed by 
magnetic susceptibility and ESR spectra. The results are discussed, compared with those of the system 
Cu,Mg,-,O, and interpreted in terms of the Cu(I1) coordination symmetry and the electron orbi- 
t&. Q 1990 Academic Press, Inc 

Introduction 

The structure of copper(I1) oxide con- 
tains Cu(I1) with essentially square planar 
coordination of oxygen around copper (1). 
This coordination is also found to exist in 
the high T, superconducting oxides (2, 3). 
The structure of copper(I1) oxide is shown 
in Fig. 1, and the essentially square planar 
coordination of the oxygen around the cop- 
per is clearly seen. The space group is C2/c 
with unit cell dimensions a = 4.6837(5) A, b 
= 3.4226(5) A, c = 5.1288(6) A, and p = 
9954(l)“. The structure is a distorted PdO 
type, and each copper has four 0’ neigh- 
bors at 1.96 A and two apical oxygens, 0” 
at 2.78 A. 

The magnetic susceptibility of copper(I1) 
oxide shows an anomaly at 230 K which has 
been interpreted as an indication for anti- 
ferromagnetic ordering (4, 5). This was 
confirmed by neutron diffraction (6), 
though subsequent neutron diffraction 
studies of single crystals have indicated the 
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presence of an additional spin reordering 
transition at 2 15 K (7,8). No ESR spectrum 
has been observed for the square planar 
copper(I1) in copper(I1) oxide because 
there is sufficient electron delocalization to 
obscure the ESR spectrum (9). 

The structure of PdO was reported by 
Huggins as well as Moore and Pauling and 
was confirmed by Waser (10-12). The com- 
pound crystallizes with space group P4J 
mmc with two PdO molecules per unit cell. 
The cell parameters are a = 3.03(l) A and c 

5.33(l) A. The atomic positions are: two 
id at (0 0 0), (i t t) and two 0 at (4 0 f), (4 0 
a). The structure of PdO is shown in Fig. 2. 
Each oxygen atom is bound to four palla- 
dium atoms at the corners of a nearly regu- 
lar tetrahedron, and each palladium atom 
forms four coplanar bonds to oxygen atoms 
at the corners of the rectangle. The struc- 
ture of copper(I1) oxide can be seen as a 
distorted PdO type. There are no reports in 
the literature concerning the extent of solid 
solution between CuO and PdO. It was 
thought that PdO might be an excellent host 
for investigation of square planar-coordi- 
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0 Copper Oxygen 

FIG. 1. Structure of copper(H) oxide. 

nated Cu(I1) both as to its magnetic proper- 
ties and electron spin resonance. The possi- 
bitity of obtaining localized square planar 
Cu(II) in a PdO matrix resulted in this study 
of the system Cu,Pdi -xO. 

Experimental 

Samples of Cu,Pdi-,O were prepared by 
codecomposition of the corresponding ni- 
trates. The starting materials were high pu- 
rity copper metal {5-9’s, Aesar Chemical 
Co.) and palladium metal (3-9’s, Strem 
Chemical, Inc.). Both copper and palla- 
dium metal were prereduced in ~5%Ar~ 
15%H~ at 450 and 9OO”C, respectively. The 
palladium was then heated under vacuum at 
350°C for t hr to drive off the adsorbed Hz. 
The appropriate weights of copper and pal- 
ladium metals were dissoived in 1: 1 nitric 
acid in order to convert the metals to the 
corresponding nitrates. The solution was 
dried on a hot plate and then decomposed 
at 350°C for 6 hrs, ground, and heated at 
500°C for 36 hr. &ring the heating period, 

the samples were cooled to room tempera- 
ture and ground twice. 

X-ray difIraction patterns of samples 
were obtained with a Philips-Norelco dif- 
fractometer using monochromatic high in- 
tensity CuKai radiation (A = 1.5405 A). For 
the qualitative identification of the phase 
present, the d~raction patterns were taken 
from 12” < 26 < 72” with a scan rate of I” 
28fmin and a chart speed of 30 in./hr. The 
scan rate used to obtain X-ray patterns for 
precision cell constant dete~ination was 
0.25” 2Blmin with a chart speed of 30 in./hr, 
The cell parameters were determined by a 
least-squares refinement of the reflections, 
using a computer program which corrects 
for the systematic errors of the measure- 
ment (13). 

Magnetic susceptibility measurements 
over the temperature range 77-530 K were 
carried out using a Faraday balance with a 
fieid strength of 10.4 kOe. Field depen- 
dency measurements were carried out at 
both 77 K and room temperature. Electron 
spin resonance spectra were recorded using 
;Bruker ER220I.J spectrometer. 

Pact Oxygen 

f71G. 2. Structure of paitadium oxide. 
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Results and Discussion 

Samples of the copper-palladium oxide 
system Cu,Pdi-,O were prepared by the co- 
decomposition of copper and palladium 
mixed nitrates. Attempts to substitute 2.0 
mol% of palladium for copper in copper(H) 
oxide gave an X-ray diffraction pattern of 
the product which showed the presence of 
unreacted PdO. Hence, there does not ap- 
pear to be any appreciable solubility of pal- 
ladium in copper(I1) oxide. From X-ray dif- 
fraction analysis it was observed that 
samples containing up to 15 mol% of cop- 
per in PdO were single-phase materials. For 
the sample containing 17.5 mol% copper, 
step counting over the (I 11) reflection of 
CuO at a 28 angle of 38.74” indicated the 
presence of a separate copper(phase ox- 
ide. The structure of PdO is shown in Fig. 2 
and the system Cu,Pdi-,O (0 5 x 5 0.15) 
crystallizes with this structure. The cell pa- 
rameters are given in Table I and it can be 
seen that there is a slight decrease in both a 
and c parameters as copper(H) is substi- 
tuted for palladium(H). 

Magnetic susceptibility measurements 
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TABLE I 

PROPERTIES OF POLYCRYSTAL~INE Cu,Pd,-,O 

Cell parameters (A) Weiss constant 
X a c /-GM K) 

0.00 3.044(Z) 5.328(S) - - 

0.05 3.036(2) 5.331(5) 1.85 -70 
0.10 3.032(2) 5.327(5) 1.83 - 129 
0.15 3.029(2) 5.307(5) 1.81 -217 

were made as functions of both applied field 
and temperature. The magnetic susceptibil- 
ity data are plotted in Fig. 3 as reciprocal 
susceptibility versus temperature. All of 
the copper-containing samples showed 
paramagnetic behavior, and the results are 
tabulated in Table I. No field dependency 
was observed, but it can be seen from the 
Weiss constants in Table I that antiferro- 
magnetic interactions are present. The ef- 
fective moments given in Table I compare 
favorably with the spin-only value of 1.73 
BM. However, the Weiss constants are 
seen to increase, which is consistent with 
the increase in the copper content. In a pre- 

Temperature (K) 

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the inverse magnetic susceptibility of members of the system 
Cu,Pd, -.,O. 
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ESR PARAMETERS FOR 0.2%CuO inPd0 

g, = 2.077 iA,1 = ( 22.9 k 0.8) x lo-‘cm-’ 
g, = 2.066 lAYl = ( 10.3 + 1.0) x lo-‘cm-’ 
g, = 2.334 [ALI = (154.3 k 0.3) x 10m4 cm-’ 
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FIG. 4. Electron energy levels of the Cu(I1) in octa- 
hedral (Oh) and square planar (&) symmetries. 

vious study of the system Cu,Mg,-,O (14), 
samples containing up to 15 mol% of cop- 
per showed almost ideal Curie behavior. A 
partial explanation of the observed differ- 
ence in the magnetic behavior of copper(I1) 
in MgO and PdO can be related to a differ- 
ence in the copper symmetry. In the PdO 
structure, Cu(I1) assumes a distorted 
square planar (Dzh) symmetry, whereas in 
MgO, Cu(I1) is octahedrally coordinated 
(Oh). Figure 4 compares the one-electron 

metallic behavior which may affect the na- 
ture of the superexchange interactions. 

ESR spectra were obtained of CuO/PdO 
samples, ranging in CuO content from 15 to 
0.2%. Although the overall shape of the 
spectrum was independent of copper con- 
centration, the resolution improved dra- 
matically as the concentration decreased. 
The most dilute sample gave the spectrum 
shown in Fig. 5 where the mcu = + 8 paral- 
lel features are well resolved into 63Cu and 
‘Wu contributions. The g-tensor and 63Cu 
hyperfine tensor components were deter- 
mined by a nonlinear least-squares fitting 
procedure (15) and are given in Table II. 

The g-tensor anisotropy is due to spin- 
orbit admixture of d,, , d, , and dn charac- 
ter into the predominantly dcx2-yzj copper or- 
bital containing the unpaired electron; 
these admixtures contribute to g,, g, , and 
g,, respectively. The departure from axial 

energy diagrams of copper(I1) in both crys- 
tallographic environments. It can be seen 
that for the substitution of Cu(II) for mag- 
nesium in an octahedral site, the eg orbitals 
are degenerate and are 3 filled, whereas in a 

(4 

square planar environment, the degeneracy 
is removed and the d 
filled. Thus 

(X2+j orbital is half- 
according to the rules of su- 

perexchange, the antiferromagnetic cou- - c ‘7 
pling of the unpaired electron in the 
half-filled d (b) 

als in the u, dl-,O structure is stronger Z-P 
orbital via oxygen p-orbit- n A A A 

r- 
than the interactions present in the 
Cu,Mgr-,O system. A further consideration 
which undoubtedly plays a role in the dif- 
ferences observed in the magnetic proper- 

I I I .I, 
2600 2600 3000 3200 

B/Gauss 
ties of Cu,Pd,-,O and Cu,Mgi-,O is the 
electronic behavior of the host structure. 
MgO is an insulator whereas PdO shows 

FIG. 5. (a) ESR spectrum of 0.2% CuO in PdO at 150 
K V, = 9.461 GHz; (b) computer-simulated spectrum 
using parameters of Table II. 
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